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In the preceding paper, Dr. Swain described some of the research 
activities in Data Analysis techniques carried out at LARS/Purdue this 
past year. This paper continues by summarizing some results obtained 
from additional data processing research tasks now under study there. 
Time and space do not permit details. Full descriptions of these projects 
are reported in LARS reports and in papers in the open literature. 
These studies fall into three categories: (l) an examination of 
the suitability of several sensor types with regard to producing data 
required for multispectral machine analysis; (2) various types of data 
preprocessing necessary to prepare such data for analysis in this fashion; 
and (3) an eXperiment in how to make this type of technology available 
efficientlya~d inexpensively. 
COMPARISON OF SENSOR TYPES 
There are a large number of different types of sensors capable of 
producing data as input to machine analysis processors. These sensor 
types tend to fall into three broad categories: scanners, photography 
and television. The line scanner tends to be preferred for this type 
of analysis procedure because it covers greater portions of the spectrum 
and has greater dynamic range and radiometric precision. However, 
scanners tend to be expensive, complex to operate and relatively unavail-
able at this time. Photography, on the other hand, is relat.ively less 
expensive and is widely available; it is a very well-developed technology. 
*In this paper, results from a number of studies are summarized; 
researchers are identified in the Acknowledgment section. 
Television has still different characteristics in this regard, having 
some of the advantages and disadvantages of ooth. In order to compare 
these sensors as sources of data for this type of machine processing 
and analysis, a scene was selected in which data had been gathered by 
both a scanner and photographic cameras simultaneously. Classifications 
with identical classes and training areas were carried out on both 
types of data. From this scene four different data types were to be 
compared: 
• scanner data; 
• black and white multispectral photography; 
• color infrared photography; and 
• vidicon-scanned color infrared photography. 
The scanner data was used directly in this test. The black and 
white multispectral photography was first scanned, digitized and then 
the images from the several parts of the spectrum were registered with 
respect to one another. In the case of the color IR photography, color 
separations were first obtained and these were then scanned, digitized 
and registered. 
Unfortunately, television data was not collected simultaneously 
with the other types of data since an airbo~ne television sensor system 
was not available to us. However, in order to obtain some idea of how 
television might have performed, the color photography was subjected to 
a vidicon scanning system* after which it was digitized and registered. 
The results of this study are shown in Figure 1 in bar graph form. 
The results for individual classes are shown on the left with the over-
all average results shown on the right. In carrying out this study, it 
was decided to assess the performance based upon the accuracy achieved 
by the samples used to train the classifier. This is compared to 
using Bo-called test samples or samples other than those used to train 
the classifier. It was felt in so doing that this would minimize the 
effect of scene variability, one of the other major experimental variables. 
In the case of the scanner data, the best four of 15 available 
spectral bands were selected using the divergence processor. These bands 
turned out to be 0.44-0.46, 0.58-0.62, 1.0-1.4 and 1.5-1.8 micrometers. 
The data wa.s collected with the Michigan scanner system. Three bands 
of black and white photography were available in a 70mm format. The 
film types and Wratten filters used were: Green, 2402, 58; Red, 2402, 
25A; and IR, 2424, 89B. The color photography portion of the experiment 
was carried out using type 2443 color infrared film in a 9" by 9" format 
with a Wratten 15 filter. 
*The vidicon scanning of the photography was accomplished by the IBM 
Houston Scienoe Center at no cost to Purdue. 
It is seen that the classification accuracy as a whole was very 
high. Thus, a two or three percent difference in overs.ll accura.cy is 
probably significant. 
The results do tend to verity what might be expected from a detailed 
knowledge of the sensor type and processing algorithms, namely, that the 
scanner produced the highest performance. This was followed by the black 
and white multispectral photography; performance in this case was only 
slightly greater than color photography due no doubt to the possibility 
of achieving slightly greater radiometric precision with a single photo-
graphic emulsion as compared to a multiple-layer one. The television-
scanned data gave the poorest performance, and while it must be kept in 
mind that this data contained the variability factors of both the 
photography and the television sensor, it nevertheless is to be expected 
that performance of a television sensor for this type of analysis would 
indeed be somewhat inferior to the others. No corrections were applied 
to the data with regard. to sun angle effect, vignetting or other types 
of distorting factors. 
DATA PREPROCESSING STUDIES 
There are a large number of parameters of the sensor and data 
processing systems which are, at least in!tially, under the control of 
the system designer. Such factors as the spectral and spatial resolution, 
signal-to-noise ratio, the degree to which the signals are calibrated 
against avai~able standards, and many others have a direct bearing upon the 
achievable classification accuracy. In order to determine the sensitivity 
and overall effect of the system with regard to these various parameters, 
a number of ,studies are underway at LARS/Purdue. An adiitional objective 
of these studies is the determining of suitable techniques by which data 
preprocessing may be carried out to modify and optimize the data with 
respect to these parameters. This is especially desirable since no one 
system deSign will be universally optimal for all data analysis purposes. 
Figure 2 shows the overall organization of these studies. They are 
divided into four broad areas, each of which has several sub-parts. For 
example, consider the programs in signaJ.-to-noise ra.tio improvement 
indicated on the left. By using adjacent scan lines of data it is 
possible to improve the signal-to-noise ratio but, to some extent, at the 
expense of spatial resolution. This technique is used to remove or 
minimize the erfect of such random noise as is ~neratedin a scanner 
detector among other places. 
There are many types of systematic noise introduced by sensors. 
Effects such as vignetting in photography or television where the data 
is collected in frames or Moire patterns in line scanners are examples 
ot probl .. which can be. maim:! ze4 or remoft4,. thro,'u&b 4ata prooe •• lac, 
but pner&l.lJ at the expeD •• of other paru.till'l 111 the .,.tea. The 
-objecti_ here 18 to a.e".1op lu1table techDiq,.. to a~ theor;y. to 
practice- &D4 to. q'lWltitr· the. r •• ul.t ot c1ci1ll8 .0. . In the' rea:! n4e1" ot 
tM.. aection arepre.entec1 reaultl. obta1ne'4 4uriq the J*8t )'ear 'b1 
• ..,.ral atucliee in41cat84 in I'1pzoe 2. ' 
CoDI i4er tirlt a atucJ;y ot _tbo4J tor the rt41.oMtrio O&l1braticD 
ot lcazmer c1ata. The reaulta tl"Oll thia 8t1.i'ld1 are'.hown 1D P11QN 3. 
'!he dat. used tar th:f..a Itud1 i. trom the Miohi.. ICIIIUle1" lrat- aD4. tba 
1911 Com B11&bt Watch II.periatnt. With 'thi •. le ... r .,.ta the .e .... 
18.or. a.:re optical.l.y ezpoae4 to thzoee 41fterent clll:l.bn.t1oll .auree. 
t=- each rewlutiOD ot the BCMDill1 II1rror. !he.. are • black level 
(CO) t .. 1.nel ot t1xed il1\1D11aat:lon (Cl) a4 a leuo:r expol84 to the 
101ar insolation OIl the top ot the a1ro:ratt (~). '!he Co or black 
18 ... 1 cal.lbn.tiOll 11 intended to be \JIeel to l'eIIO'fe Utt DC 4r1:ft which 
.. oceur durin. the CO~Be ot .. 4ata p.theriDc mi.aiOll bJ' •• t&blisl11q 
a reference lewl at the outpu.t tor zero (optical.) •• 1'., in. It i. 
poslible to _e either C1 or C2 to coneat tor &'Q7 chlA8lts ill 871ta 
ga:l.n edlor &n1 chan,,1 1n W\1Id.n&tlon occurtinl at tM top ot the 
aircraft. In actual! t1. the cOllPUter sott1laN aptea ue4 lau been 
IoZ'NDpd in .\1ICh a YIi¥ that arq two ot thelle three lip&1a 0&Il be UH4 
to e,tab1.1.h calibration ot the 4ata in to J.1neu tuhiCD. 
When considering data calibration however, CllDe -.at recopt.e that 
calibration le'ftJ., can onl1 be 4ete:raine4 with a ,i&Ul-to-ao1I. ratio 
·w1ch 1. tin1te (that 11, le.1 than infinite) ~uat &I 18 the OU. ~~ . 
the data fro. the scene :ltself. TAu" ODe 1r111 be ul_ o&11bratloa 
1nforat1on ot .. l1".n I:l.pal-to--no1s. ratio to COZ'Nat lOG. 'ata of a 
liven l:s.pal-tO-ftOlIe ra.tio and 4epeIl4.1.q CIIl the n_4 ot the qatea tor 
calibration, the etrect ., either Ua;pzoon or 4epoa4e the O'NZ'all pertor-
JIIl1C8 ot the .:ratea. The q,.,t1on poeed in thi. atudl' then 18 tIn .. 
c1ven situation does c&l1brat1cmhelp, IIDdo it 10", 1IIUcl1 tJ'pe 1'1el111 thll 
IIOIt' 
Three c11tterent data aeta wre used. in th1a particular te.t. !he •• 
Uta aeta are troa I. pent a 206, 208 aDd 23.5 of the 1911 Com DllFt. 
Wa.toh IxperiMtlt.. In each cu. tniaina lIa;tle. f':roa • ai 'f'en " .. Dot 
ItSepenta 201 throuah 230 ot the 1971 Com Blight Watch bperiMnt ....... 
cUatr1but.4 in Ol'4er trom IlOZ'th to south alOll. the velteI'D th1:rcl ot the 
Stat. ot InMan.. 'l"hese three '.lIDUltB &rtI therefore t.rom the l'lOJ'tlt.ftD 
halt ot the state an4 are separated 'b7 .. JIIIX1Inm. ot a'botIt 100 1111 ••• 
Ba.cb •• a-nt 1. approx1ate13 1 bJ 8 ailes. 
were selected for a corn VB. noncorn classification. The classification 
was carried out and then samples from fields other than those used for 
training were used to test the accuracy to assess the performance. 
Shown in Figure 3 are the results of the test with the individual 
segment accuracies shown on the left and the overall average shown on the 
right. The overall average does indeed indicate that calibration helps, 
although note that in segment 215 the "no calibration" control Classi-
fication provided a higher performance than any of the types of 
calibration. Again, overall there was indicated a slight preference for 
using the Co - Cl calibration. 
Based on the design of the sensor system, the signal-to-noise ratio 
of the Cl calibration signal is, in general, poorer than that from the 
sun sensor C2' That is to say, given a higher quality signal from the 
calibration l~p, this slight preference in this case of Co - 01 cali-
bration might become an even more pronounced preference. It is important 
to add however, that in the case of aircraft data, as one collects data 
from larger and larger areas, variations in solar illumination become 
more important, and it 11lB:3" become more desirable to use Co - C2 
calibration in order to achieve highest accuracy. This proved to be the 
case in the next experiment to be described. 
EXTRAPOLATION OF TRAINING SAMPLES 
Over how large a geographical area is a given training set valid? 
This is a very important question. Only a relatively small proportion 
of the total cost of processing the data at the present time is 
attributable to the actual analysis calculation itself. This is true 
whether the analysis is done by analog or digital mode. The expensive 
portion of the processing remains the training phase of the analysis. 
Thus, it is important to develop techniques Which reduce the complexity 
and therefore the cost of the training phase and it is also desirable 
to develop techniques by which a single training of a olassifier can be 
utilized over larger and larger ~ographical areas. It was an examination 
of this latter question which was treated in the studt to be described 
now. Many of the details of the study are apparent from the results 
displayed in Figure 4. The ordina.te displays test data a~curacy. The 
abscissa indicates the segment of the 1971 Corn Blight Watch Experiment 
data from which training was derived. The legend of the graph indicates 
the segments classified. The following table indicates the distanoe 
separating each segment. 
ltwd:Ier of' ALil"mileB B~P<U"&tin, the 
Cellte~ of Four SialUuts of' th.e 
l!nJ. CO%';'). :B11~b't \'atch Experiment 
Segr.wnt 
~~eer - - ?O8 g~.2 
:206 26 90 
~9.. 
235 
208 68 '193 
215 126 
As t::;::'q?eetela~ it a.P:t~l!Il!tj:'.13 t~ 'b~ if:lner~,l1y tr1~e the.t the t&:rther cce 
sets from the '~lL·a.1n1ng IID!4e aNa the po~r the IPJ.OCu:r&C7. Eowe'f'U', 
theM w:'e !l'I~~vel"'ilIll te.ctara to be kept in mind in thb particular teat 
in oonsidering how rap:t(U;lr the lICe\'Il."&cy deteriorates with 41atece. 
Firat of au, thl!t file~nta are distributed :1n a. nortb-llouth direction. 
This b. the direotion of maximum chacge with. regard '1;.0 seucm.al 
'rrariation. One wotlldo:::::pect the growing SI!U!IJrsOll to be approx1mt.te17 
tvo web tu.trther ildvaucecl a.t the southern. ~at se;mant on e. given 4a7 
thtm at the nortltult1'U molt" 8~cond. while &ll d8~t& UBI! is t'rcIa the 
lit ... m1aliotl :p48:Jl"ioc1 ot thE! corn blight _tah. it 41d not ptrOVe poaeible 
to ip.ther all the dl!.ta. OQ 'the BI!IJIte d.e¥. Indeed II the data ptheriD., 
Vila extended 0I11U' IS~ 13-~r period md" in addition, the uta :f'roZl1 the 
north, or l«!lMt '~>d'!IiJ'MclGtd portion I)f tbe gWi.ng i!eucm" was aathozoed 
t'irlJt, with "tbe.t in the SCl'utll or lr.o'Ili't advanced beinl p.thered lut. 
1fh:1R tllmded to ~nhan.ce I,~&sona.l vm.ri!lt.t1ons 'With res-rc1 to Cl"'Cp mat\U'1t1. 
All data waa &1tothered l)~~t"lree:n 10: 30 and ll: 45 a..m. t.lhus there ".ft 0IllT. 
l'elatiwly I!maJ~ c:lltUl£l!Ji~ 1,D; SU%1 Wlgleu 'It 41d prove delllliru.ble in thio 
c:u~,to 'WIe Co ... C2 calibrl!l.tion. That i8. that cllll1bl"ation 1nvol'fiZl& 
ll"eulOv1ng DC drift ll1th the black level oalibration intormation ea4 
a.4Jus'tbg the O1"el'&ll ay.litem sai~l bued upon the indicated 1101&1.'" 
iU\m1nat1on u determ1:ned at the top ot t.he a.ill."plane. 
T'bell4e results toge<the:r with ~'!ar11el!' reeulta shown, teDc1 to be 
enaoU1"l!I.ling with reg;&l'd to the e:;ct.2"apolation 'Of trG1ning seta pan:Lc\Il.&z'17 
1n view of the 1lQprovemem.t expected whel'l satel11te-sathered data 'beoc:aa 
amlable, Perhapl!I one o'ttha greatest e.Cl.vants.see of the slStellite, ODe 
which 111 l10t e.ehievable "Ii1:th an. I".t.trcn.:f't 8ystem~ 11 that data .owr ftl'1 
luge 011"11111.18 C,M be lathu:'ed iXl a 'SI'ery ~b.orttime, th'WS bold1nS al 1'l4t&Z'17 
oOlulltimt u poni'ble mw'll1 experit.ll1!ln'ca.l ftr1e.bles ot the a71ltem such u 
the IUD angle t time o.f the growing sea.son t etc. 
SUN ANGLE EFFECT CORRECTION 
Attention has often been drawn to the fact that:the reflectance of 
earth surface materials is very dependent upon the anlgle of illumination 
relative to the angle of view. This fact has a pronounced effect upon 
all types of imagery. The effect on scanner imagery is illustrated in 
Figure 5. The left image in this figure shows uncorrected data which 
was gathered by scanner at 10:00 a.m. This data was gathered from an 
aircra.ft having a northern heading such that at this hour of the morning 
the sun was to the right and somewhat to the rear (du~ to .the season and 
latitude of the flightline )of the a:i.rcraft. The fact that the image 
appears washed out on the left is not an artifact of image reproduction, 
but sun angle effect which is present in the data. 
Briefly, since the line of view is nearly parallel to the illuminating 
rays of the sun on the left portion of the image, the amount of energy 
reflected from any given (rough surface) material tends to be greater. 
This effect is even more apparent by viewing the average response 
from a large number of scan lines. Figure 6 shows such a presentation in 
graphical form. Plotted here is the average· response for a large number 
of columns of data in the imagery plotted versus the column number. For 
this data set, gathered shortly after 9:00 a.m., the response is clearly 
greater on the left, or west, portion of the field of view than it is on 
the right, or east. Figure 7 and 8 show presentations of the same type 
for da.ta gathered near local noon and late in the afternoon, respectively. 
Variations of this effect with time of day is readily apparent. 
This effect has been known for some time and it is relatively easy 
to improve the appearance of the imagery by appropriate processing. The 
most successful technique found to date has been to use a characteristic 
curve such as Figure 6 to derive appropriate multiplicative correction 
factors for each column in the data. The results of having applied 
this technique to the data for the leftmost image of Figure 5 is shown 
in the center of Figure 5. It is obvious that the appearance of the 
image is greatly improved. However, a careful inspection of the image 
will reveal that a vertical line structure has been introduced into it 
due to the fact that the characteristic curve was not sufficiently smooth. 
If, prior to applying the correction, this characteristic curve is 
smoothed appropriately, the result achieved will be as shown in the right-
hand image of Figure 5. 
Perhaps more important than the appearance of the image, however, is 
the quality of the data itself. A more quantitative test of the relative 
effectiveness of this type of correction can be obtained by carrying out 
a classification of the data set into appropriate classes for the case 
of both corrected and uncorrected data. Two examples of the result of 
doing this are shown in Figure 9. In this case, the results for a corn 
versus noncom classification carried out on two different data sets is 
shown, and in each case the classification of the original versus sun-
angle-corrected data is compared. Note that the correction of the data 
did result in a significant improvement in accuracy for the classification 
indicated by the two pair of bars on the left. However, the other 
classification shows a degradation of performance due to data correction. 
Note that the degradation occurred in the data set collected earlier in 
the morning, when the sun angle effect would be more severe. 
The purpose of this is to illustrate the point that though satisfactory 
improvement in image appearance is possible, the results with regard to 
improving data quality are quite mixed. It must be kept in mind that the 
degree to which the illustrated sun angle effect takes place depends not 
only upon the angle relationship between the sun, the scene and the 
observer but also the contents of the scene itself. Ind:i.vidual areas 
within the scene will display this effect to a greater extent depending 
on their contents. By the procedure described, although a globallY 
appropriate correction can be made, there is no information available 
by which to make the correction also locally correct. Since classification 
is made on a local basis it is local correction that is required. Best 
overall results can be obtained by defining pairs of classes - one set for 
the left side of the scene, the other for the right side - but at the 
expense of training and processing complexity. It is felt, therefore, 
that the problem is in an unsatisfactory state and a new approach is 
really needed, one no doubt less empirically based, but based on an 
appropriate model of the total situation. 
DATA COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES 
We turn now to the question of data. compression. One of the most 
obvious characteristics of the remote sensing field is the large quantity 
of data. This data quantity tends to strain system resources especially 
with regard to data transmission and data storage and retrieval. If 
means for compressing the data. can be found which do not significantly alter 
the data quality, it would be most valuable. This led us to begin a 
data compression study and in particular to examine a class of linear 
transformations for this purpose. Among other advantages, this approach 
would tend to minimize the amount of additional processing which would 
be involved. 
There exists in the literature a particular signal representation 
scheme known as the Karhunen-Loeve Orthogonal expansion. Theoretical 
results available with regard to this expansion suggested a number of 
advantages and I shall briefly describe the technique. ,In this 
application it amounts simply to a principal components transformation 
and this is illustrated in Figure 10. Suppose for example, we have some 
multispectral data in two spectral bands. Since multispectral data is 
typically corr,elated from channel to channel it may distribute i teelf 
as shown by the oval shaped distribution in this figure. A principal 
components transformation' amounts to defining .. a new set of axes by 
taking a linear combination of the original axes. The computation 
involved is shown by the two equations in the lower part of the figure. 
The a coefficients in these equations determine the orientation of the 
new axes relative to the original ones. 
A principal components transformation., is that particular transformation' 
by which the first new axis, y in the figure, is chosen so as to be 
oriented along the direction ot maximum range or spread of the data as 
shown in the figure. The second component is chosen perpendicular to 
the first but in the direction of the next most principal distribution 
of the data. In higher dimensional cases, succeeding axes continue to 
be chosen orthogonal to the prior ones but in the direction of maximum 
remaining range of distribution. 
The usefulness of this transformation for the data compression 
problem comes about because multispectral data, typically being highly 
correlated between spectral bands, tends to fall in a relatively long, 
narr')w distribution in n-dimensional space. Thus, it is possible to 
concentrate most of the dynamic variability of the data in a very few 
number of prinCipal components. This is dramatically illustrated in 
Figure 11, which is a plot of one measure of the dynamic range of the 
data after transformation as a function of the principal component number. 
This data was from 12 spectra.l bands and it can be seen that after 
transformation only about 3 coordinates have any appreciable dynwmic dis-
tribution of data. The concept for data compression purposes is to 
transform this 12-spectral band data into 12 new components and then 
discard the, in this case 9, which have essentially no range and therefore 
no information in them. In this case, a 12 to 3 or 4 to I compression 
ratio would be achieved while incurring only the small error indicated by 
the sum of the mean s~uare values of the 9 discarded components as compared 
to the 3 retained ones. 
A further compression can also be achieved by a process called "bit 
allocation." For example, suppose the original 12 band data had been 
represented to an 8 bit preciSion in each of the 12 bands; that is, in 
each band anyone of 256 possible gray values is allowed for. This would 
be 8 bits ti~es 12 bands or 96 bits per multispectral swmple. 
Again referring to Figure 11, certainly the dynamic range of the 
first principal component after transformation would be much larger than 
any of the original spectral bands had been. Therefore, in order to 
achieve the same precision of data representation more bits would need to 
be assigned to this component. However, succeedi.ngly less could be 
assigned to successive com~onents. It may turn out, fOl example, that 
for the 3 most principal components, the dynamic range re~uired in terms 
of the number 'of bits might be 9,6 and 4 allowing for 512,64 and 16 
gray values respectively for the three most principal 'components. This 
total new bit allocation of 9 plus 6 plus 4 e~uals 19 bits and compares 
wi th the 8 plus 8 plus 8 equals 2)+ whi eh might have bejn used had not 
bit allocation been considered. This represents not only an a.dditional 
compression of data but also an improvement in the precision with which 
the data would be presented since the original 8 bits in the first 
principal component would not have been ade~uate to handle properly the 
larger dynamic range. 
Figure 12 shm'l's a block diagram of a otest data compression system 
which has been assembled in order to test this general approach on earth 
resources multispectral data. The i'irat two blocks indicate the two 
steps just described; namely, data transformation followed by bit 
allocation. If it is then desired to recov'er the original da.ta, the 
next step would be an inverse transformation followed by a bit allocation, 
thus transforming the compressed data back to 'I:;he origina.l coordinate 
system and the original dynamic range. 
Two additional fec;.tures not previously described have been incorporated 
into this system, First. of all, though the above description of the 
concept involves compression based only 011 spectral redundancy, it is 
possible to use this appl'oach to take advantage of both spectral redundancy 
and spatial redundancy in the imagery de.ta.. It is apparent from the above 
description that ba.sl.cally the only requirement at the input is for the 
data to be in the form o:t a vector representation. The components of 
the vector ,nay be spectra.l components as described above, but they may 
also have been derived by using groups of 'Tectors in spa"':.ial proximity to 
one another. For example, if the data is composed of samples from a 12-
band multispectral scanner, inputn to this data compression system could 
be assembled by taking I)a.irs ()f adja.cent points, thus creating 24-
dimensional input vectors. Indeed. the system of Figure 12 is prepared 
to handle datl:l. from an arbitrary nllll1ber of lines, an arbitrary number 
of columns and an arbitrary number of channels of adj anent sample points. 
In this way, in addition to spect1:'I.U redundancy, spatial redundancy can 
also be used to achieve higher compr~~P8ion ratios. 
Another feature of' the systero. is that other transformations besides 
the Karhunen-Loeve (principal components) transformation have been 
implemented with the system. The principal components transformation is 
a type referred to as a data-dependent trrulsformation i~ that the precise 
coefficients for the transformation are computed each time based upon 
calculatiorr3 involving the total data set to be transformed. However~ 
any transformation could be used and at least two other transformations 
have been examined besides the one ,~ust described. These are the standard 
Fourier (harmonic analysis) transformation and one called the Hadamard 
transform. The Fourier transform was selected for tests because of its 
familiarity and the robustness the transformation has 3hown with regard 
to a large class of problems extending across the various fields of 
science. The Hadamard transform, on the other hand, was selected because 
of its extreme convenience since the Hadamard functions and, therefore, 
the coefficients involved, are always either ones or zeros, thus making a 
digital implementation of this transform extremely simple and efficient 
from the computational standpoint. Both of these two transforms are non-
data dependent; that is, they require no prior computation of scene sta-
tistics before proceeding with the transformation. In addition to these 
two, an "average" Karhunen-Loeve transform could be used based on scene 
statistics from a so-called average scene. This would be another means 
of eliminating a need for a precalculation of scene statistics at the cost 
of some degradation from optimum performance. 
In addition to data compression for data storage and retrieval purposes, 
a procedure such as the above could have several other advantages. For 
example, in Figure 12 the data transformation output could be used directly 
for feature selection and classification purposes. Assuming 12-dimensional 
original data, one problem immediately to be faced in preparing to analyze 
the data set is which spectral bands will be best in a given classification. 
A somewhat lengthy computational procedure is available for determining 
the optimum subset of spectral bands desirable; however, the data in 
pri.ncipal components form can be used directly in that the first n-principal 
components tend always to produce classification accuracies Which are at or 
above the accuracy performance obtainable by the same number of optimally 
chosen original spectral bands. Thus. in add:i.tion to accomplishing da.ta 
compression, this scheme shows promise for eliminating the need for the 
optimum feature selection computation. This property of the transformation 
has been known for some time and has been used previously by other researchers 
elsewhere. 
Further, since after data transformation the coordinate system, and 
therefore tIle components involved, have been oriented to have maximum 
dynamic range, if an image is constructed using the data from the first 
principal component at this point, the image will have greater dynamic range 
and therefore greatest scene contrast of any possible image presentation 
of the data. One is guaranteed of having greater image contrast than any 
one of the original spectral bands could have. This provides imagery 
useful in determining, for example, boundaries in the scene and manually 
determining differences between any two materials. Figure 13 shows images 
constructed from data using the first, second, third and twelfth principal 
components. These images were produced by attempting to spread whatever 
dynamic range is present in the data over the full range of the contrast 
available in the photographic film. Notice that the scene contrast of the 
first principal component image is markedly greater than that in the third 
and slightly greater than that in the second. Notice also that the 
twelfth principal component has essentially no image detail at all. 
How does one determine the effectiveness of a proposed data compression 
scheme? The questions wh:1,ch must be asked are: how much distortion does 
the compression scheme introduce into the data and how much does this 
distortion affect the potential classification accuracy and the image 
quality. Figure 14 gives the rate distortion characteristics for this 
compression scheme and therefore shows the relationship of the degree of 
compression obtained to the amount of distortion introduced. The distor-
tion is assessed by determining the mean square difference between the 
original image and the compressed and reconstructed image. In this case t 
the original data was available at eight bits-per-sample precision. In 
this case, the lower and upper curves are bounds on possible performance. 
The lower curve represents a best performance theoretical limit based upon 
information theory considerations after appropriate assumptions. The 
upper curve on the other hand, is the result achieved by simply truncating 
the number of bits per sample in the data. In between them, then, lies 
the performance characteristics for the three transformations under con-
sideration. The Karhunen-Loeve clearly provides the best performance. 
However, keep in mind that it is a data dependent transformation. The 
Fourier and Hadamard transforms show the penalty of achieving non-data 
dependency. These are the performance characteristics based upon using a 
rectangular region out of the image of size 8 samples by 8 samples by 2 
spectral bands to construct the vector which undergoes the transformation. 
This appears to be a near optimal choice of combination between spectral 
and spatial redundancy. 
Figure 15 shows the results of car!'"'Jing out classification tests on 
the compressed data. A test classification was carried out using various 
numbers of features. In the case of the original data, the optimal spectral 
bands were first determined in each case. On the other hand, in the case 
of the principal components data, components were added in order as higher 
dimensional classifications were desired, thus indicating the lack of 
necessity for the calculation of optimal spectral bands in this case. 
Notice that the principal component classifications were always at least 
as high and usually higher in performance compared to the same number of 
components of original data. Notice also that the classification with 
three spectral bands was approximately as high as that achieved with any 
number of bands. 
A..-rl.d finally, Figure 16 shows the result of carrying out a compression 
by a factor of eight and then reconstructing the image from the data. This 
is compared with the image made from the original data. For the small 
amount of distortion present,. keep in mind that with. such a procedure if 
it had originally been required to have 8 digital tapes to store the data, 
using this procedure only one would be necessary. 
TEMPORAL INFORMATION AND THE IMAGE OVERLAY PROCESS 
During each of the previous of these annue.l :meetings, we have reported 
on progress towards achieving a suitable capability for the precision 
overlaying of one image from a given geographic area or-to that of another 
from the same area. These images may be from different parts of the 
spectrum and/or from data gathered at a different time. This has proved 
to be very challenging, primarily since the precision required is better 
than plus or minus one resolution element; thus, in the overlay process 
one must cause all local distortions of one image to precisely conform 
to those of the other. -
Though this processing step is likely to be a relatively expensive 
one in terms of achieving image overlays of this precision, there are a 
number of important advantages which will accrue as a result. For example, 
temporal information could be made available to the processor by having 
images from different time periods registered with respect to one another. 
Also, the need to correlate ground truth information with data from a new 
mission can be eliminated by overlaying the new image da.ta onto an image 
for which the correlation has already been established. And, in the case 
of airborne scanner da.ta which often contains unexceptably high geometric 
distortions, these distortions can be removed by simply overlaying them 
onto an image which is of high geometric quality. By overlaying the new 
data onto existing maps of areas, procedures could be established 
whereby the maps could be automatically updated after subsequent analysis 
of the data. 
Before describing new procedures developed this past year for 
improving overlay quality possible, an example result in the use of tem-
poral information will be shown. This result is given in Figure 17. 
Data from Missions 43M, 44M, 45M and 46M of. the University of Michigan 
airborne scanner system and the 1971 Corn Blight Watch Experiment gathered 
over segment 208 were overlayed upon one another. This figure shows the 
result of carrying out classifications for corn versus non-corn for 
various subsets of features in this total data set. 
First of all, beginn.ing on the left, classifications for each 
individual mission period were carried out using the best four channels 
from each misslon period as chosen by the divergence processor. It is 
seen that the performance \Vas relatively high on Mission 43 but dropped 
considerably by the next mission and then "began 11 slow rise. In addition 
to indicating that some times of the growing season are better for making 
these discriminations than others, part of the difference in perfor:mance 
in these four classifications is due to differences in quality of the 
data due to such factors as weather condl tions, etc. 
The fifth set of bar graphs indicates the result of using all of the 
preceding data for a classification; that is. a 16-band classification~ each 
four of which came from a different mission period. Notice that. the 
capability for class.ifying corn and the overall accuracy 14'8.8 indeed 
considerablY higher in this case. 
One additional question has been posed. of this data set so far. It 
was hypothesized that not all 16 channels were necessary; that is, that 
the data is not really intrinsically 16-dimensional. The last cla.ssification 
,ras carried out USing the best four of the 16 channels. The resu1ts show 
an overall performan.ce down from the previous r::lassi~ication. and also down 
from the results obtained for Mission 43M alone. This would tend to 
suggest that more than 1f of the 16 bands are indeed Significant in this 
case. Much more needs to be determined about temporal information and 
its value. 
Wi th regard to the overl~),y procedure itself. a new element has been 
added to the technique in order that a larger number of different situations 
can be successfully h~ndled. This work began originally with scanner data 
in mind. More recently, scanned photography and television imagery have also 
been successfully overlayed. 
Figure 18 shows the steps now used in the overlay procedure. First t 
initial checkpoints or points of obvious image congruency are marked 
manually. Based on these checkpoints 1n the two images to be overlayed, 
a curve-fitting operation is carried out to find the best fit between the 
images from this ini ti al information. More specifically, several coefficients 
in the Clave-fitting operation are computed. Next, a fast fourier transform 
two-dimensional correlation is carried out between the two images over a 
uniform grid to obtain precision checkpoints. This correla.tion uses the 
initial overlay previously determined by the checkpoints in order to 
minimize the region which nmst be searched for a maximum of correlation. 
As a resul t of this correlation operation, a final overlay fUnction is 
computed and the t~m images are then merged to achieve the final overlay 
of the images. 
Figu.re 19 shows the actual overlay i'unctiol1 whi(~h would be required 
for some photographic data from the Apollo 9 8065 experiment. Briefly, 
frame 3808 from the Lubbock, Texas area was scanned and digitized at a 
rate of approximately 2100 scan lines by 2100 samples per scan line. 
Shown here in the two curyes is the variation in registration in terms 
of columns (samples). From the upper curve~ it is seen that for channels 
1 and 2, the green and red, respectively, when the left edge and right 
edge of the two images were in proper registration, the center of the 
frame was out of registration by as much as tour samples •. On the other 
hand, from the lower curve comparing channell with channel 3, the green 
with the infrared respectively, the misregistration in this case was also 
by as much as four samples but in the opposite direction. Thus, it would 
be necessary to change the local distortion of the red and the infrared 
channels so ths.t it more properly corresponds with the green channel prior 
to the actual image overlay process. The entire proceES is, of course, 
carried out digitally. 
ON THE AVAILABILITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
One final experiment which is now underway will be described. The 
problem is as follows: research into techniques for the machine pro-
cessing of earth resources data ha.s now been underway for several years 
and significant new' technology is now availa.ble. How can this tech-
nology become available to the user community? In considering this 
question, it was decided to analyze how this had geen accomplished at 
Purdue between the d~ta processing specialists and user scientists. 
The elements for the availability of this technology are hardware, 
software and the knowledge or training on how to use the system. 
Hardware, at least in the form of general purpose computers. is readily 
available, but expensive. The transfer of software is more of a problem. 
The implementation of a large software system on a new computer is a 
relatively expensive process requiring speci81 data processing expertise. 
It is also relatively expensive to maintain the software once it has been 
impiemented. 
Insofar as the third element, training, is concerned, it was possible 
at LARS to give individual attention to training each new staff member in 
the use of the system. However, for the transfer of technology to a 
large body of people, this technique would be too expensive and slow. 
This led to the proposal of a specific experiment in the transfer of 
technology. The concept is illustrated in Figure 20. It became 
apparent that the hardware a user scientist needs to have available is 
a card reader and punch, a typewriter and a line printer, in short, the 
I/O devices. Thus, it is possible to centralize not only the computa-
tional capability, but also the data storage capability required. Such 
a system would then have the following advantages: (1) full user access 
to both the data and the processing capability at the user's location; 
(2) centralization of the expensive portions of the hardware at consider-
able cost advantages; (3) centralization of software maintenance, again 
achieving a cost advantage plus a flexibility in updating; and (4) 
facilitation of training through commonality of data format, terminology 
and simpliCity of communication. As a result of this commonality, 
standard training materials tailored to the specific system could be 
developed and the amount of teacher time per pupil could be greatly 
reduced by relying on training materials. The computer itself can be 
used for training purposes through computer-aided instruc~ion. 
The status of this experiment is as follows. It was authorized by 
NASA/Headquarters two years ago. On January 1, 1971, All IBM System/360 
Model 67 time share system was placed on line in a minimal. configuration 
in order to appropriately prepare the software system. The 197'1 Corn 
Blight Watch Experiment necessitated a dela.Y in the experimen-t; since 
both the equipment and the personnel involved were required for the 
Watch. However, recently the final hardware was installed and is now 
ready. Some training materials are already ready while others are in 
preparation. The location for the first terminals are now being selected 
by NASA!HQ. It is expected that the experiment will be underway by the 
time ERTS is launched. 
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Figure 1.- Results of comparative classifications of 









Figure 2.- Organization of multispectral data preprocessing 
studies being pursued at LARS/Purdue at this time. 
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Figure 3.- Results of classifications from three different 
flightlines comparing four different calibration procedures. 
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Extrapolation of Training Samples 
Corn V5. Noo-Com 
July 31- Aug 12,1971, 1030-11 45AM 




• 208 = 215 
2'0 
Figure 4.- Results of a test of extrapolating training data 
from one flightline to another. Segment 206 is more than 
200 miles from segment 230, however, several factors, in 
addition to distance, are significant in this test. 
Uncorrected Corrected Corrected with 
Smoothed Function 
Figure 5. An illustration of the use of preprocessing tech-
niques to improve the appearance of imagery affected by 
variation in reflectance due to view angle and sun angle 









Effect of Sun Angle on 
Aircraft Scanner Data 






Column Mean Graph for Channel 6 
221 
East 
F igur'.~ 6.- A graph showinl3 the mean s pectral rf~~;pon:::;e a:; a fune I,; ()[l 
of view angle for data collected with an early morn inr: :::;l1n u,nl~l .. 
In this case, sufficient data has been used to nearly av(;raw; 
out effects due to individual surface cover materials lC:B.v-j nr~ 






Effect of Sun Angle on 
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Column Mean Graph for Channel 6 
221 
East 
Fif:,'Ure 7.- A graph simHar to F'ilr,ure 0, but r'or data 
gather('d with a nearly ]oeal noon cun anrr.h~. 
Effect of Sun Angle on 
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Figure 8.- A graph similar to Figure 6, but for data 
gathered with a late afternoon sun angle. 
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UDI Sun Angle 
Corrected 
Figure 9.- Results of two corn vs. non-corn classifications 
carried out on the original data and the sun angle correction 
procedure used in Figure 5. Though the imagery appearance is 
obviously improved, the results from the quantitative 
classification comparison are mixed. 
Karhunen - Loeve 
(Principe I Components) 
Transformation 
YI = 0Il XI + 0lzt2 
Y2 = 021 XI +0~2 
Y1 
Figure 10.- A sketch of hypothetical bivariant multispectral data 
illustrating the result of a principal component transformation. 
Xl and X2 were the original coordinate axes; Yl and Y2 are the 













Twelve EH}t'n'lolue$ of the 3pec1rol Covorlllnc8 
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Figure 11. - The eigenvalues of an ac"tual 12-band multispectral 
data set. An eigenvalue in this case is an indicator of the 
relative range of the data after principal components 
transformation. Even though there were 12 bands before 
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• Image Contrast 
Enhancement 
_-lgure 12.- Organization of a system used to test data compression 
transforms. Fourier and Hadamard transforms have been implemented 
in addition to the Karhunen-Loeve. 
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Images generated after the data has first undergone 
components transform. The first two have higher 
than any of the original 12 spectral bands. 
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Figure 14.- Comparative rate distortion characteristics for the 
three transformations tested. Distortion is measured as the 
mean square difference between the original image and the 
compressed and reconstructed version. 
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Figure 15.- Comparative results between classifications using 
original data and identical ones using principal components 
data. The best subsets of spectral bands were selected using 
a divergence processor. 
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Figure 16. The results ot data compression on image quality. 






















Test Field Classification Accuracy for 
Segment 208 
Spectral vs. Spectral + Temporal = Corn 
_ Other 
_ Overall 
43M -Aug. 11 
44M -Aug. ::9 
45M -Sept 14 
46M Sept 24 
43M 44M 45M 46M All Spectral Best 4 Spectral 
Best 4 Channell as chasen by Oi"efgence Processor + Temporal 
(16 Chan) 
+ Temporal 
FLp;ure 17.- A group of class.ification rt!sults illustrati.ne; the 
relati ve value o{' temporal information. 'l'he numbers 113M-46M 
are mission numbers flown on the dates shown. 
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Figure 18.- The steps used in the current image overlay system. 
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Figure 19.- Curves obtained with the image overlay system. They 
show that even when the particular frames were properly aligned 
at the left and right edges, they were as much as four samples 
(out of 2100) out of alignment in the middle. ThUB, before 
overlaying a translation of the center portion of one image 
with respect to the other must be carried out in each case. 
Figure 20.- The layout of equipment for the Multiterminal 
Processing System Experiment. The experiment will test the 
feasibility of centralizing the data bank and computational 
facility while proving input-output and control of that 
computational facility at multiple remote locations. 
